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A general construction of 2 - (v, 3, 2) designs (twofold triple systems) is used to 
produce simple indecomposable designs for all admissible v  # 3, 7. Such systems 
with cyclic automorphism groups are directly constructed. Also indecomposable 
designs with dihedral automorphism groups are constructed. 0 1987 Academic PESS, 
Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A t - (v, k, A) design 9 over a set V of cardinality o is a collection of 
k-subsets of V (called blocks) with the property that every t-subset of V is 
contained in exactly a blocks. Such a design 9 is called simple if the blocks 
are all distinct. We call 9 indecomposable if it is not the union of two non- 
empty designs Bi:, with parameters t - (v, k, &) (i = 1,2). A Steiner triple 
system (STS) is a 2 - (u, 3, 1) design, while a 2 - (u, 3,2) design is called a 
twofold triple system (TTS). 
The obvious necessary condition for the existence of a Steiner triple 
system of order u is that v z 1 or 3 (mod 6). It is well known that this is 
also sufficient. The corresponding necessary condition for twofold triple 
systems is u E 0 or 1 (mod 3). Such u are called admissible. Bhattacharya 
[ 1 ] proved that 2 - (v, 3,2) designs exist for all admissible u. Buggenhaut 
[3] and Stinson and Walhs [S] obtained simple designs for all admissible 
o > 3, but their examples are decomposable if u z 3 (mod 6). Kramer [6] 
has shown that simple indecomposable 2 - (v, 3,2) designs exist if and only 
if u is admissible and v # 3, 7. However, his construction is recursive for 
u = 1 or 3 (mod 6). In Section 2 we give a construction of 2 - (Y, 3,2) 
designs generalizing the so-called “method of mixed differences” [4]. In 
Section 3 we use this method to give a direct construction of simple 
indecomposable designs for all admissible u # 3,7. 
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An automorphism of a design 9 is a bijection n: V -+ V with the 
property that BE 9 if and only if n(B) E 9. The set of all automorphisms of 
2 forms a group which we denote by Aut 6%. In Section 4 it is shown that 
simple indecomposable 2 - (u, 3,2) designs with cyclic automorphism 
groups exist for all admissible u 2 9. Mendelsohn [7] has shown that every 
finite group G is the automorphism group of an STS. If 9 is an STS, then 
by repeating the blocks of CB we get a TTS 9’ such that Aut 9 = Aut 9’. 
Thus every finite group is the automorphism group of some TTS. The 
problem of whether the TTS can always be chosen simple and indecom- 
posable is open. An affirmative answer would follow from the existence of 
2 - (u, 4, 1) designs 9 with prescribed automorphism group. Indeed the 
3-subsets of the blocks of such a 9 form a simple indecomposable 
2.- (v, 3,2) design 3 with Aut 9 = Aut c??. 
In the case of STSs, Mendelsohn gives the upper bound \GICici for t’; 
hence the same bound holds for TTSs. Mendelsohn raises the question of 
whether this upper bound can be reduced to a polynomial in \G\. In this 
connection ‘we show in Section 5 that for all k > 9, there exists an indecom- 
posable 2 - (u, 3,2) design with u < 2k whose automorphism group is the 
dihedral group D,,. 
2. A GENERAL CONSTRUCTION FOR TTSs 
Let v = m + n where m CR are positive integers with m s 0 or 1 (mod 3) 
and 12 EZ m + 1 (mod 3). Let G be a group of order n and A a set of size m 
disjoint from G. Put I/== A u G; then ( V/‘I = m + n = u. Let G act on V by 
fixing the elements of A and by right translation on the elements of G, i.e., 
w.g=w if WEA and w.g=wg if WEG. If UcV and gEG, let 
U .g = {U .g ( u E U>. Denote by U- G the multicollection of the n sets U-g, 
g E G. (Note that some of these sets may be equal, in which case they occur 
in Us G with the appropriate multiplicity.) 
Now suppose: 
(1) gA is a 2 -(m, 3,2) design on A, 
(2) H is an m-subset of G - (e} (where e is the identity element 
of Gh 
(3) f is any bijection from A onto H, 
(4) G - {e) - H is the disjoint union of 3-sets of the form 
ixi, Yi3 x,Yi> (ldi<(n--l-m)/3). 
Let 9 denote the collection of the ordered triples (xi, yi, x,~,). Define $& 
to be the following collection of 3-subsets of V: 
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Type (1) the blocks of sA, 
Type (2) (a, d(a)> .G (QUA), 
Type(3) {e,Yi,x,vJeG (l<i<(n-I--m)/3). 
THEOREM 1. 9” is a 2 - (0, 3,2) design. 
Prooj A simple computation shows that 9” contains U(U - 1)/3 blocks. 
Thus we need only verify that every 2-set S c Y is contained in at least two 
blocks of 9”. We consider 3 cases. 
Case 1. Sc A. 
Clearly S is contained in two blocks of QA. 
Case 2. S= (a,g> where aEA, gEG. 
Here S is contained in two blocks of type 2, namely (a, g,f(a) g> and 
{aJ(a>-’ g, g>- 
Case 3. S= {gl,g2}, where g,,g,EG. 
If g,g,l=hEH, then Sc{f-‘(h),g,,g,). On the other hand if 
g, g; l $ H, then g, g; l= xi, yi or xi yi for a unique i. Then S is contained, 
respectively, in (Y~1g22g2ygl)T (g*7gl~xigl>~ or (g*9Yig*9gll* 
Interchanging the roles of g, and g,, we get a second block containing S. 
Therefore 9” is a 2 - (v, 3,2) design. 
Examples of this construction for cyclic G are found in [2,4, 51. 
EXAMPLE 1. u= 9. 
Let m = 1, n = 8, G = Z,, and A = (a). Here 9 is the empty 2- (1,3,2) 
design, H= (61, and F consists of the triples { 1,3,4) and (2, 5,7). Then 
the blocks of this simple design are 
One can easily count the number of repeated blocks in &.. Obviously 
each repeated block in $BA occurs in 9,,. There are repeated blocks of 
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type 2 in 9” only if H contains elements of order two. For each such 
occurrence there are n/2 repeated blocks of type 2. There are repeated 
blocks of type 3 only if (x, y, xy} and (y-l, x-l, (xy)-‘) are triples in Y1. 
For each such occurrence there are n repeated blocks of type 3. 
In order to discuss decomposability, we introduce a graph r(g) whose 
vertices are the blocks of 9. We join B, and B, by an edge for each pair in 
B1 n B,. So r(g) is a regular multigraph of degree 3. It is easily seen that 
9 is decomposable if and only if r(g) is bipartite [6]. Hence 9 is 
indecomposable if and only if r(g) has a cycle of odd length. We now 
apply this to the designs P& constructed above. If h E H has odd order I in 
G, then gV is indecomposable since the blocks {f-‘(h), hj- i, h’) 
(1 <j < Y) form a cycle of length r in r(gV). Also if gA is indecomposable, 
then so is gV. Finally if v is even then BV is trivially indecomposable since 
there are no 2 - (a, 3, 1) designs in this case. The 2 - (9, 3,2) design of 
Example 1 is indecomposable since its graph has cycles of length 7. 
3. SIMPLE INDECOMPOSABLE TTSs 
Below are direct constructions of simple indecomposable 2 - (u, 3,2) 
designs for all admissible u # 3, 7. 
u=O (mod 6) 
Let m = 1, n = 6s - 1 (s > l), G = Z, and A = (u). Consider the collection 
of triples TO,: (2i,3s-i-1, 3s+i-1) (l<i<s), (2i-1,5s-i-1, 
5s + i - 2) (1~ i Q s). Every non-zero element of Z, occurs once here except 
for 3s - 1, thusly H = (3s - 1 }. gA is the empty design. 
29~3 (mod6) 
Letm=4,n=6s-1 (s>l),G=Z,andA=(a,b,c,d).F’or~~wecan 
take all the triples of Ylo except one. Let H = { 1,3s - 1, 5s - 2, 5s - 1 f and 
gA consist of (a, b, c}, (a, b, d}, {a, c, d}, and {b, c, d). 
1151 (mod6) 
Let m=6, n=6s+l (s),l), G=Z, and A=(uj( lGjG.6). Let Y1 be 
the following collection of triples: (2i, 3s- i, 3s+ i> (1 <i<s), {2i- 1, 
5s - i + 1, 5s + i} (1~ i < s). Then H = (1,2s, 3s, 4s, 5s, 5s + 1 }. Let gA be 
the 2 - (6, 3,2) design constructed above. 
u=4 (mod6) 
Letm=6,n=6s+4(s>1),G=Z,andA=(aj\16j<6}.Let~~con- 
sist of the following triples: (2i,3s-i+3, 3s+i+3) (IGiGs), (2i-1, 
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5s-i+4, 5s+i+3} (l<i<s). Then H=(1,2s+l, 2s+2, 3s+3, 5s-b3, 
5s + 4). Again let 9A be the 2 - (6, 3,2) design constructed above. 
In each case the design 9?A is simple and H contains no elements of order 
2, so to show that 9” is simple it suffices to show that there are no 
repeated blocks of type 3. As mentioned in Section 2 this occurs only if 
(x, y, XJJ) and (v-‘, x-l, (xv)-‘) are both triples in Y. Observe that writ- 
ten additively the triples of Y are of the form (x1, x2, x3), where 1 < xi < y1 
and x1 +x2 = xg as integers. So if (x, y, x +v) is in Y then (n--y, n-x, 
n-(x+Y)) cannot be in Y since (n-x)f(n-y)=2n-(x+y)>n. 
Therefore these designs are simple. These designs are indecomposable since 
in all cases either v is even or 9A is indecomposable. 
Simple indecomposable 2 - (0, 3,2) designs have been constructed above 
for all possible orders except u = IO. 
EXAMPLE 2. v = 10. Let V= (a> u B,. Then the following blocks form a 
simple 2-(10,3,2) design 9 over V: (a,0,4}.Z,, {0,7,8}.2,, 
(0, 3, 5) .G, (0, 3, 6}, (64, 71, and (2,5, S}. We have Aut $9 = H,. 
4. TTSs WITH CYCLIC AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS 
The designs gV of Section 2 are constructed so that G is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of Aut 9”. For each g E G define ng : V-+ V such that z(a) = a for 
all a E A, and z(x) = xg for all x E G, i.e., n(w) = w  .g for all w  E I’. Then rcng 
is an automorphism of 9”. Since ~$0 rcg, = Q~,, {rc, ) g E G) is a subgroup 
of Aut gV which is clearly isomorphic to G. We present here simple TTSs 
with cyclic automorphism groups. 
v-0 (mod 6) 
Let m = 1, n = 6s- 1 (sa4), G= Z,, and A = {u}. Y0 consists of the 
triples {2i, 3s - i, 3s+i} (l<i<.Y-3), (2i-1, 5s-i, 5s+i-1) 
(l<i<s--3), (1,2s--5, 2s-4}, (2s+l, 6s-3, 2s--l}, {5s-1, 5s,4s}, 
(2s-3, 4s+l, 6s-2}, (28-2, 2s,4s-2}, and (48-1, 4s+2, 2x+2}. 
Let H = (3.~3 and CC~~ the empty design. 
vz3 (mod6) 
Let m = 4, IZ = 6s - 1 (s > 4), G = Z, and A = (a, b, c, d}. Let Y3 consist 
of all the triples in Y0 except { 1,2s - 5, 2s - 4) and set H = ( 1,2s - 5, 
2s - 4, 3s). 9A is the unique 2 - (4, 3,2) design over A. 
v-1 (mod6) 
Let m=6, n=6s+l (s>4), G=Z, andA={ujI l<<j<6}. 6 consists 
of the triples (2i,3s-i+l, 3s+i+l) (l<i<s-3), {2i-1, 5s-i+I, 
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5~4) (3<ii.s-2), (1,5s- 1,5s), {2s, 3s+ 1,5s+ l}, {2X- 1, 
4s,6s-1), {2x+1, 4s--1,&j, and {2s-!-2, 4s+2, 3). Let H= (2s-4, 
2s-3, 2s--2, 2s+3, 4s+l, 5s+2} and gA be a 2-(6, 3,2) design. 
7~~4 (mod 6) 
Letm=9,n=6s+1(s>5),G=Z,andA={uj~1~.j~99).Let~~con- 
sist of all the triples in Y1 except (2, 3s, 3s + 2) and set H= (2,2s - 4, 
2s-3, 2s-2, 2s+3, 3s, 3s+2, 4s+l, 5s+2). Let BA be the 2-(9,3,2) 
design of Example 1. 
In each case a simple indecomposable design is constructed. Throughout 
the remainder of this section rc will be an automorphism of some design 9 V 
constructed above. 
LEMMA 1. n(G)=G. 
Proof The last three triples in our examples are of the form 
(x,y-l, xv-i), (y, z-l,yz-l), and (z, x-l, 2x-l) for some x, y, z in 6. 
Then for any g E G ( yg, g, xg], (zg, g, yg}, and (xg, g, zg} are blocks of 9, 
i.e., every g in G is the intersection of three blocks of 9 which form a 
triangle in r(gV). Suppose some aeA has this property. Then the three 
blocks are either all of type 1 or all of type 2. They cannot be of type 1 
since r(gA) has no triangles. (For the case ~15 3 (mod 6), r(gA) g K4 and 
one checks that (xg, yg, zg} is not in gV.) Since the blocks of 
{a, e, f(a)) . G form cycles in f(sV) whose lengths are the order off(a) and 
3 + ICI, the three blocks cannot be of type 2. Therefore elements of A do 
not have this property and n(G) = G. 
Using the structure of the blocks of type 2, we have the following 
propositions which hold for any TTS constructed as in Theorem 1. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose n(G) = G and n(e) = e. Then x(h’) = n(h)j for 
all hEHandjcZ. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose z(G) = G and n(e) = e. Then h E H implies rhat 
either z(h) or n(h)-’ E H. 
LEMMA 2. n = xg for some g E G. 
Proof. Since n(G) = G, it is sufficient to prove that rc(e) = e implies that 
71 is the identity on V. By Proposition 1 we have that n(hi) z n(h)’ for all 
h f H and j E Z. In each of our examples there is some x E H that generates 
G. Hence for all g E G, rc(g) =gr where r is such that n(x) = xr. So by 
Proposition 2, for each h in H either h’ or h-” is in H. One checks that for 
these examples we must have /r/ = 1. Since h and h - * are not both elements 
of H, rc(a) = a for each UE A. By examining blocks of type 3, one easily 
rules out r = - 1. Therefore 71 is the identity. 
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Simple indecomposable 2 - (u,3,2) designs with cyclic automorphism 
groups have been constructed for all admissible u > 36. These designs have 
the property that the automorphism group is generated by a single cycle of 
length 12 < u. So at least one symbol of the design is fixed by this group, and 
any symbol moved by some automorphism is moved by every nontrivial 
one. In the remaining cases with 9 d v < 36, such 2 - (u, 3,2) designs can be 
constructed by similar methods. Hence we have 
THEOREM 2. For all admissible v 2 9, there exists a simple indecom- 
posable 2 - (v, 3,2) design with cyclic automorphism group. Furthermore this 
group is generated by a single cycle of length n < v. 
We remark that there is only one 2 - (4, 3,2) design and its 
automorphism group is S,. Up to isomorphism there is only one 
2 - (6,3,2) design and its automorphism group is A,. (The graph r of this 
design is the Petersen graph.) 
5. TTSs WITH DIHEDRAL AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS 
The goal of this section is to prove 
THEOREM 3. For all n > 9, there is an indecomposable 2 - (v, 3,2) design 
with v < 2n whose automorphism group is the dihedral group D2,,. 
LEMMA 3. If n 5 1 or 2 (mod 3) (n > 9), then there is an indecomposable 
2 - (2n - 1, 3,2) design 9 with Aut 9 = Dzn. 
ProoJ: Let A=(ail l<i<n-1) and G=Z,. Let BA be a simple 
indecomposable 2 - (n - 1, 3, 2) design over A whose automorphism group 
is generated by a cycle of length less than n - 1. (Such a design exists by 
Theorem 2,) Without loss of generality we can assume that this cycle fixes 
a, and moves a,_ 1. Form 9 by taking the blocks of BA along with the 
blocks in (ai, 0, i> . Z, (1 <i< n). Let rr E Aut 9. We first show that 
n(A) = A. If n is odd then for fixed a, the blocks in {ai, 0, i) . Z,, form cycles 
of pdd length in r(g) whereas the blocks containing a fixed element of E, 
form only cycles of length 4. If n is even then the only repeated blocks of 9 
are in { an,2, 0, n/2 ) . Z,. Since arm is the unique element in every repeated 
block, n(a,J = a,,j2. Since no other elements of A occur in these repeated 
blocks we have n(A) = A. 
Since n restricted to A is an automorphism of 9, n(at) = a,. Now if 
rc(O)=O, then %(a,-,)==a,-, so either x is the identity or n=z where 
T(a) = a (a E A) and r(x) = --x (X E Z,). Hence every automorphism of C@ is 
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of the form rc, or ZTC~ for some g E Z,. Since z,r = zn;’ , we have 
Aut 9 = D,, . 
The construction in Section 2 can be varied slightly to yield more general 
results. If K is a subgroup of G and U r: V, let U . G/K be the collection of 
all U .g as g runs through a complete set of right coset representatives. For 
example, if x E G has order 3, then in (e, x, x2) . G each block occurs 3 
times, whereas in {e, x, x2 > . G/(x ) the same blocks occur but each occurs 
only once. 
LEMMA 4. If n s 0 (mod 3) (n > 9), then there exists an indecomposable 
2 - (2n - 2, 3,2) design 9 with Aut 9 = D2,,. 
ProoJ: Let n=3k. Take A=(a,) ldi<n-1, i#k} and G=Z,. Let 
9A be a simple indecomposable TTS over A whose automorphism group is 
generated by a cycle of length less than n - 2. (Such a design exists by 
Theorem 2.) Without loss of generality we can assume that this cycle fixes 
a, and moves a,-,. Let $9 consist of the blocks in gA, (ai, 0, i} . H, 
(1 d ic n, if k) and (0, k, 2k) . Z,/(k). The proof that Aut $9 = DZn is 
similar to the proof in Lemma 3 and will be omitted. 
Lemmas 3 and 4 combine to yield Theorem 3. The following result can 
be shown using similar constructions. 
THEOREM 4. For any finite group G with JGI > 6 there exists a simple 
indecomposable 2 - (v, 3,2) design with v < 2jGl whose automorphism group 
contains (an isomorphic copy of) G. 
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